July 2021 Astrological Outlook
GREETINGS:
July begins with a strong Aries Moon and Mars in Leo. On July 1st Mars triggers Saturn in Aquarius, pitting
the old against the new which feels like speeding with the brake on. After the bizarre energy in June with
Mercury retrograde in its own sign Gemini and two eclipses in Gemini, nothing is in full working order. The
Martian energy in the first three days of July makes us sometimes painfully aware the circumstances are
changing, and we need to rest and catch our breath before we come unglued. This combination can bring
sudden and decisive events to a crescendo. It is a time to be cautious since after seven weeks in watery
Cancer, Mars is raring to go with desire, impatience and determination to have a great time. Mars makes
us ready to rumble so don’t take the bait. This is also a time to be accident prone so slow down. The
biggest change in early July is the New Moon in Cancer on July 10th, where the Moon is at home. This reboot follows the Mars overstimulation and Mercury’s return to the degree he went off the grid. From July
7 - 10 it is a great time to make new intentions, monitor your deeper feelings and spend time with those
you love and cherish. With the Sun and Water joined together in water, Neptune the major planet of the
sea is active in this New Moon, bringing dreams to the surface and unmet needs are reflected in the
Moon’s light.
Thereafter Mars and Venus begin their cosmic dance, allowing creativity and desire to flourish. The period
between July 10 - 15 is a fabulous time for a vacation and finding your bliss and sharing it with others. The
final third period of July is full of heat, passion and self-expression as the Sun enters its home in Leo on
July 22nd with Mercury following on July 27th. There is a fabulous Full Moon in Aquarius on July 24th with
Mercury and Neptune bringing the creative spirit and intuition in spaces. This is a period when your right
side of the brain is overstimulated, allowing deep wisdom and solutions for old problems, the deep
wounds we all have. As Mercury begins its visit to “look at me” Leo, it may be a literal time to make
discoveries about the meaning of old wounds. On July 28th Jupiter changes signs as it backs up from Pisces
to Aquarian and allows us to review the events from December 2020 thru May 2021. Finally on July 30th
Mars enters Virgo urging and insisting on increased preparedness and efficiency as we use and develop
new tools for making our lives tidy in every way.
Despite the fireworks of planets in Leo and a very active Mars thrown in for spice, July will allow the
planets in Cardinal sign Cancer to move the wheel forward and nothings could compare with June which
was HELL MONTH for most of us. It is a time to breathe, enjoy yourself and those you relate to and begin
to see the light at the end of the tunnel. I URGE you to buy the book by Bruce Perry entitled “What
Happened to You”. We all can learn what happens to us when life becomes chaotic and unpredictable. He
is the world expert on trauma and post traumatic wellness and wisdom. If I can help you in any way with
my listening ear and heart as well as my nearly 78 years of life on this planet, please let me know. As
always, I am available in person or on the telephone. Enjoy the dog days of July, and the Fourth of July.
WISHING YOU PEACE, JOY, LAUGHTER, HOPE AND WISDOM,
NAN

